I would like to thank everyone who came and shot in some crazy winds. We went from calm to 15mph 3
o'clock wind all the way to 4-5-6-and 7 o'clock wind, at anywhere from 5 to gusts of 18mph. The wind
would then work it's way back to 3 o'clock again. The people who placed in the top ten have to be
pleased. The food was Bar B Q, with cheese, home made pico, sour cream, flour tortillas, and red beans.
We call this mexi-burgers. We had really good homemade peach cobbler with biscuit crust made by Judy
Martin and ice cream. The WVVFD did a great job again of scoring and running the range. The Les and
Roscoe Turner ranch provided the food, THANKS so much. The Water Valley Oil Cartel made up of Joel
Gilstrap and Roy Green furnished the Plaques. Dennis Reed furnished the prizes and Scott Deal furnished
the Top Ten Caps. The Water Valley volunteers also did all the heavy lifting in setting up the Range.
They have gotten so good at running the Shoot that I am in the way, but they tolerate me when I get in
nervous shoot mode. Thanks so much to all of these people. John Fiore and Tom Cunningham helped
me do the light setup and I could not have done it with out their help. I saved Tymn Combest for last to
thank. He is our tech guy and is called away from shooting all the time to trouble shoot the computer.
Thanks Tymn.
I feel that some of us don't take time to think how vital the Volunteer fire fighting departments in Texas
are. 75% of all fire fighters are volunteers. The not only receive no pay but miss work to protect us. They
also do community projects. The WVVFD built my range for me when I had heart bypass just because
they are great people. They never expected any thing from their work. Thank you all for helping me give
back to them. They fought fires for 14 day straight in 2011 and saved half my ranch, my home, and many
other homes in a fire that covered over 200,000 acres. They also a few years earlier saved Water Valley
itself from another huge fire. This fund raiser shoot that I hold each year raised $9,075 this year for
them. Thanks to all who helped.
Now for the results:
1000 yd Texas Sniper Champion 2015 is Joe Duke.
Great Shooting Christy Woods.
1000yd Texas PLate Match
1st place Tie
Scott Deal Shootoff winner
Allen Tampke
3rd place tie
Darrel Martin shootoff winner
Gary foster
5th Tymn Combest
6th place tie
Tad Emert
Sam Duke
Danny Barringer
9th Lance Modawell
10th John Fiore

400yd Clay Match
1. Chris Fulks
890
2. Scott Deal
880
3. Gary Cothrum 850
4. Denny Henderson 810/21
5. Danny Barringer 810/20
6. Darrel Martin 790/20
7. Rick Russell 790/18
8. Dick Cunningham 780
9. David Pohl
740
10. Tyler Rust
690
11. Tad Emert
680
12. Terry Pohl
670
13. J.D. Verfurth 660
14. Johnthan Stigall 650
15. Joe Duke
630

